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Abstract

BepiColombo is the 5th cornerstone mission of the Euro-
pean Space Agency (ESA) dedicated to the study of the
Mercury planet. The BepiColombo spacecraft houses two
science modules: the Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO)
realized by ESA and the Mercury Magnetospheric Or-
biter (MMO) provided by the Japan Aerospace Agency
(JAXA). The payload of the MPO is composed of 11 in-
struments; among these, there is the Spectrometer and
Imagers for MPO BepiColombo Integrated Observatory
System (SIMBIO-SYS). The SIMBIO-SYS suite includes
three channels: a Stereoscopic Imaging Channel (STC),
a High Resolution Imaging Channel (HRIC), and a Visi-
ble and near Infrared Hyper-spectral Imager (VIHI). The
aim of this work is to describe the implementation and
the features of a simulator developed to predict the per-
formance of the three SIMBIO-SYS channels. This sim-
ulator (called SIMBIO-Sim) is also a powerful tool to aid
planning the acquisition sequences during the entire Bepi-
Colombo mission lifetime.

1. Introduction

The BepiColombo spacecraft has been launched in Oc-
tober 2018 and will reach Mercury in 2025; its 1-year
nominal mission will start in March 2026. The two Bepi-
Colombo orbiters, i.e. MPO and MMO, have the primary
goals to image and map Mercury and to study its magnetic
environment.

High resolution images of the Mercury surface are re-
quired to cope with the main mission scientific topics of
MPO (e.g. surface morphology, crustal differentiation,
resurfacing, volcanism,..). Thus a crucial role will be
played by the Imagers for MPO BepiColombo Integrated
Observatory SYStem (SIMBIO-SYS).

Figure 1: The SIMBIO-SYS instrument.

1.1. SIMBIO-SYS
The SIMBIO-SYS instrument [1] (see Figure 1) includes
three channels: an imaging system with stereo capabil-
ities, which is the Stereoscopic imaging Channel (STC)
[2], a High Resolution Imaging Channel (HRIC) [3], and
a hyperspectral imager in the visible and near IR range,
named Visible and near Infrared Hyperspectral Imager
(VIHI) [4].

STC performs 60-120 m spatial resolution global map-
ping in stereo mode and colour imaging in selected ar-
eas, HRIC is a camera for high resolution imaging (6-12
m/px) in panchromatic and broad-band filters, and VIHI
performs imaging spectroscopy in the 400-2000 nm spec-
tral range. A highly integrated concept is adopted to max-
imize the scientific return and minimize the resource re-
quirements, primarily mass and power.

The main scientific goals of SIMBIO-SYS are: to map
the whole Mercury surface in the visible and near IR, to
reconstruct the global DTM, and to image selected regions
at high spatial resolution to investigate the morphology
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and chemical composition of the planet surface.

To fulfill these goals, it is necessary to predict the
channels performance and to plan the observation strat-
egy during the different phases of the mission; to this
end, an instrument simulator has been developed. Given
the observed surface properties, the instrument character-
istics, the MPO orbital characteristics and the geometri-
cal relations between the instrument and the surface, the
SIMBIO-SYS simulator (SIMBIO-Sim) is capable of es-
timating the expected signal and integration times for the
entire mission lifetime.

2. The SIMBIO-SYS simulator

To calculate the expected signal detected by each
SIMBIO-SYS channel, the simulator takes into account:
the SPICE toolkit software, to predict the orbital config-
uration during the entire mission; the Hapke reflectance
model [5], [6], with parameters derived by [7] to derive the
Mercury expected radiance; the instrument optical charac-
teristics, in which the available measured optical and de-
tector performance are considered. Note that the SPICE
toolkit software allows to know at a given time the exact
position of the Mercury Planetary Orbiter (MPO) with re-
spect to the planet surface and the Sun.

The outputs of the simulator can be divided in three
groups: i) the geometrical quantities related to the space-
craft and the channels, which include both the general in-
formation about the spacecraft (altitude with respect to the
ground, velocity, etc.) and the information for each fil-
ter (FoV, footprints, on-ground pixel dimension, boresight
velocity); ii) the radiometric outputs, which include the
planet reflectance, the radiance and the expected signal
measured by the detector; iii) the quantities related to the
channel performance, which are for example the integra-
tion time (IT), which has to be defined to avoid the detec-
tor saturation, the expected dark current and the smearing
time.

The SIMBIO-SYS simulator is a useful tool not only for
the determination of the instrument performance [8], but
also for defining the in-flight calibration and, more impor-
tant, the observation planning during the science mission
phase at Mercury.

In this respect, the simulator has been applied for the
first time during the Near Earth Commissioning Phase
(NECP) [9]. The simulator outputs have been the base
to prepare a specific operation test with all the three
SIMBIO-SYS channels working together (inter-channels
test) during a nominal one orbit period at Mercury.
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